
Domus
Julii Wall Arm Lamp

Technical details

Kraj produkcji  Niemcy

producent Domus

rok 2018

ochrona IP20

zakres dostawy Leuchtmittel/ Bulb

napięcie przydatność 110 - 240 Volt

Projekcja w cm 24

tworzywo drewno, Lunopal, metal, tekstylny

kolor przewodu szary

długość kabla 400 cm

ściemnianie snur opornik

piedestał/wersja G9

Kolor klosz biały

Średnica klosza 36 cm

wysokość abażur 30 cm

wydajność systemu 4 x 33 Watt (max)

Opis

A beautiful alternative to a wall lamp is the Julii pendant lamp with a white wall
arm. The shapely, 24 cm long wall arm made of metal is attached to the wall
with a narrow solid oak cuboid. A 4-metre-long textile-covered cable in silver-
grey functions as a supply line to the lampshade, with which the pendant
height of the lampshade can be adjusted. A hand dimmer on the supply cable
of the lamp regulates the brightness. The hand dimmer is located 200 cm
behind the light point of the lamp. The cleverly intertwined shade elements
made of Lunopal are reminiscent of airy, towering mountains of clouds.
Lunopal is a high-quality shade material developed by Domus. This material is
highly thermally resistant and can withstand temperatures of up to 100°C.
Lunopal is white transparent and gives the impression of fine Japanese paper.
The environmentally friendly material is UV-resistant, washable and does not
yellow. The white lampshade of the Domus Julii wall lamp is 30 cm high and
has a diameter of 36 cm. This lamp has four G9 sockets and is operated with
bulbs with a maximum power of 33 watts. Due to the freely selectable
mounting and suspension height of the lamp, the position of the lampshade
can vary. Thanks to the plug-in cable, the lamp can be placed freely, be it
above a side table, a sideboard or next to a bed. This opens up completely
new design possibilities.
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